
Conversation between Daniel Ruiz of Sambsupercollider and Kevin McPhee 
 
 
KMP: You’ve performed all over the world, but what did you expect to find in a small rural town in 
Scotland and has anything surprised you as a result of your time spent in Huntly? 
 
DR: I've been hearing stories about Huntly since 2005 when I first met Clea Wallis and Paul Rous from 
Dudendance in Rio. So I had a picture in my mind and there are usually some things that are common to most 
small towns anywhere. But I was surprised to see that Huntly is quite lively for such a small population. It 
seems that a lot of people here are involved in something artistic: traditional music, theatre, dance, sculpture... 
So there's quite a lot of stuff going on, you can tell just by walking around and seeing the posters around: lots 
of ceilidhs, music sessions and music summer schools.  
 
Also, I was surprised to find Portuguese speakers here. I've counted 8 so far.  
 
KMP: I understand that samba is very much about social inclusion/community involvement. Can really 
anyone samba? 
  
DR: Samba is an open door culture. Everyone in the community can take place, maybe you can't dance or 
play an instrument but if you are willing to, you'll be able to find a position in the parade. There's the children's 
wing, the elders section, you see foreigners playing in the bateria (drum section) side by side with someone 
that's just born and raised into that. It is also anmulti disciplinary event. You see different artists collaborating: 
visual artist, musicians, dancers...The quadra (samba school headquarters) in Rio are gates between many 
different worlds: the favelas and the rest of the city, Brazilians and foreigners, an imaginary fantastic world and 
a very concrete reality. Everyone can come and find their own way to experience that. 
 
KMP: How do you think people (the participants and the audience) have reacted to the newly formed 
Huntly Samba School? 
  
DR: I think we had a very good audience response and participation here. A lot of people came to play with us 
and they were very enthusiastic about it and quite often people who were just standing in the audience come 
to greet us on the streets here. And kids go: "Look ma, those were the samba men I told you about", which is 
really funny. Anyhow I believe the reaction is still very much based on exoticness (for both parts) and little by 
little what we do becomes more familiar to people here and we have also a better understanding of Scottish 
culture. And get used to the weather as well.   
 
KMP: You’ve had the opportunity to play with local musicians, has there been any stand-out moments 
for you, Jonas and Bruno? 
  
DR: I really liked just sitting and listening to all the music played at the Tin Hut Sessions (Gartly). I would like 
to go back there if I'm in Huntly again. We did a song by Robert Burns there, out of the blue, just voice and 
percussion and it sounded really good. The jam on the shop was nice as well, It is not every day in Brazil that 
you get to play with a guy like Jake Williams (and get him to dance) what was pretty cool. The songs here are 
just beautiful. Having Keith and Pam (Cockburn) playing "Wild Mountain Thyme" was brilliant. Or us trying to 
play along to pipe music, playing at a Ceilidh with all those fiddlers... it just makes us musically richer, I guess. 
It's something a bit exotic to us well, you see... It adds to my past previous musical experiences like 1. playing 
guitar inside an empty pool with semi naked dancers 2. parading with 300 drummers 3. playing with a fire 
spitter 4. DJ'ing right after a snake charmer performance.  
 
KMP: What sort of impact do you think samba has had on the already established music community in 
the town and can you hint at anything you’d like to develop further?  
  
DR: I believe that was just the first "boom" of the samba drums echoing on these granite walls. Samba is a 
very broad culture and what we had here was very small glimpse of that. I think it may be good if we are able 
to come back and water that seed from time to time. But it's really up to people here to make it blossom into 
something of their own. Maybe fusing of Scottish and Brazilian culture in a parading format would be 
interesting to explore? I don't know of any samba parade in the world with fiddlers or a bagpipe players on it…  
 
Sambasupercollider is an electronic Samba project from Rio de Janeiro, led by producer Daniel Ruiz and samba virtuoso 
Mestre Jonas. Together with percussionist Bruno da Tavares they are featuring a team of all star players from Rio samba 
schools. They were in residence with Deveron Arts in May-June 2012. 
 
Kevin McPhee was Shadow Curator Intern at Deveron Arts from April – August 2012 


